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Summary
Background Extended-release (ER) naltrexone/bupropion (NB) was associated with greater weight loss than placebo
in four randomized, 56-week trials. The association of NB with longer-term maintenance of weight loss remains
unknown.

Methods We conducted a post-hoc analysis of four phase III, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, 56-
week studies (COR-I, COR-II, COR-BMOD, and COR-DM), the placebo-controlled cardiovascular outcomes
trial LIGHT (208 weeks), and the randomized, open-label trial IGNITE (78 weeks). Included
subjects were treated with NB 32 mg/360 mg or placebo, with baseline, week 16, and final time point data.
The primary outcome was Kaplan-Meier-estimated weight loss maintenance in each study for up to 204
weeks.

Findings Our analysis included data from 10,198 particpants (NB=5412; placebo=4786). Proportions of patients with
≥5% or ≥10% weight loss maintenance were numerically higher for NB vs. placebo in all studies and time points.
Differences were statistically significant for ≥5% weight loss maintenance in COR-BMOD and COR-I/-II at weeks
52 and 56 and the LIGHT study at weeks 52, 104, and 208. For ≥10% weight loss maintenance, differences were sta-
tistically significant in COR-I/COR-II at weeks 52 and 56.

Interpretation These data suggest that NB could be used as part of long-term, comprehensive weight loss and
weight loss maintenance strategies.
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Introduction
Recent estimates by the World Health Organization
suggest that approximately 13% of adults worldwide
have a body mass index (BMI) of 30 kg/m2 or greater.1

The prevalence of obesity varies substantially across
countries, from as low as 2¢1% in Vietnam to as high as
61¢0% in the South Pacific nation of Nauru.2 Prevalence
estimates for obesity in the United States, Canada, and
the United Kingdom are 36¢2%, 29¢4%, and 27¢8%,
respectively.2

Obesity is an established risk factor for type 2 diabe-
tes, cardiovascular disease, cancer, and early
mortality.3,4 Intentional weight loss of more than 10%
in people with obesity is associated with decreases in
all-cause, cardiovascular and cancer-related mortality4-8
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Research in context

Evidence before this study

We conducted a PubMed search for currently approved
medications for weight loss and weight loss mainte-
nance (liraglutide, naltrexone + bupropion, orlistat, and
phentermine + topiramate). Clinical evidence suggests
that all approved agents augment weight loss at one
year; however, the quality and quantity of data showing
longer-term weight loss maintenance is less robust.

Added value of this study

This is the first evaluation of longer-term (up to four
years) weight loss maintenance with extended-release
naltrexone/bupropion (NB) vs. placebo. The analysis
was unique in that it compared weight loss mainte-
nance with NB + lifestyle intervention among those
who lost ≥5% of body weight with that regimen over
16 weeks vs. weight loss maintenance with
placebo + lifestyle intervention among those who lost
≥5% of body weight with that regimen over 16 weeks.
The ability of NB to promote weight loss maintenance
was most evident in the COR-BMOD study, supporting
the recommendation to include behavioral modification
in comprehensive management strategies for obesity.

Implications of all the available evidence

These findings suggest that NB is an important interven-
tion in the management of overweight and obesity, pro-
moting clinically important weight loss that can be
maintained for at least four years in most subjects.
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and improvements in hyperglycemia, hypertension, and
dyslipidemia.4-6 Furthermore, weight loss of more than
5% has been associated with reductions in the risk of
developing type 2 diabetes and improvements in quality
of life.9,10

Current guidelines for the management of obesity
highlight a multifactorial approach that includes lifestyle
modification (e.g., diet and physical activity), behavioral
modification (e.g., cognitive behavioral therapy [CBT]),
pharmacotherapy, bariatric surgery, or a combination of
these.11 Clinical practice guidelines also stress that weight
loss needs to be maintained for long-term health bene-
fit.11-15 Indeed, fluctuation in body weight has been linked
to increased mortality risk.16 The European Practical and
Patient-centered Guidelines for Adult Obesity Manage-
ment in Primary Care (2019) state that “preventing
weight regain is the cornerstone of lifelong treatment, for
any weight loss techniques used (behavioral, pharmaceu-
tical treatments, or bariatric surgery).”15 According to the
2020 adult obesity guidelines in Canada, both lifestyle
modification and pharmacotherapy play a role in weight
loss maintenance.11

One of the currently approved pharmacotherapy reg-
imens, extended-release (ER) naltrexone/bupropion
(NB), has been associated with significant reductions in
weight compared to placebo.17-22 While the efficacy and
safety of NB as an obesity medication has been estab-
lished by these trials and led to its approval in the US,
Canada, EU, and many other countries, its utility for
weight loss maintenance has not been investigated.

To address this, we conducted a post-hoc analysis
investigating the likelihood of maintaining weight loss
with NB or placebo among patients who initially lost
≥5% or ≥10% of body weight and who were involved in
the NB clinical development program.
Methods
This post-hoc analysis of six NB trials included patients
from four phase III, randomized, double-blind, placebo-
controlled, 56-week studies (COR-I, COR-II, COR-
BMOD, and COR-DM)17-20; a multicenter, randomized,
controlled, open-label trial (IGNITE)21; and a cardiovas-
cular outcomes trial (LIGHT).22 Links to the six study
protocols are available in the online publications for
these studies, as well as via the link found in the respec-
tive ClinicalTrials.gov listing. For all studies included in
the analysis, study participants provided written
informed consent, and the protocols were approved by
an institutional review board. The study complied with
Good Clinical Practice standards.

The four 56-week studies formed the Contrave Obesity
Research (COR) program, which evaluated the efficacy
and safety of NB between March 2007 and June 2009.
The primary findings were published in four separate
publications between 2010 and 2013.17-20 Three of these
studies (COR-I, COR-II, and COR-BMOD) included sub-
jects aged from 18 to 65 years, who had obesity (BMI 30
−45 kg/m2) or overweight (BMI ≥27 kg/m2) and had dys-
lipidemia, controlled hypertension, or both.17-19 The
fourth trial, COR-DM, included subjects aged 18 to
70 years with type 2 diabetes and a BMI of 27 to 45 kg/
m2.20 Patients included in COR-DM also had glycated
hemoglobin (HbA1c) of 7% to 10% and fasting blood glu-
cose lower than 15 mmol/L (270 mg/dL).20

In COR-I, COR-II, and COR-DM, patients received
periodic standard counseling recommendations on life-
style modifications (hypocaloric diet [500 kcal per day
deficit] and increased physical activity). Limited advice
on behavioral modification was provided.17,18,20 In
COR-BMOD, both the NB and placebo groups were
counseled on an intensive program of diet, exercise, and
behavior modification (BMOD) therapy.19 The BMOD
components were 1) exercise: 180 min per week of vigor-
ous physical activity for the first six months, increased
to 360 min week for the subsequent six months; 2) indi-
vidualized, balanced caloric deficit diet providing 15
−20% of energy from protein, 30% or less energy from
fat, and the remainder from carbohydrate; and 3) group
(n = 10−20) counseling sessions every week for the first
16 weeks, bi-weekly for the next 12 weeks and monthly
www.thelancet.com Vol 49 Month July, 2022
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for the remaining seven months, up to 28 group ses-
sions over the 56 weeks total, led by dietitians, behav-
ioral psychologists or exercise specialists.19

IGNITE was a phase 3b, multicenter, randomized,
open-label, controlled trial designed to assess the effects
of NB in conjunction with a comprehensive lifestyle
intervention (CLI) program compared with standard
care (diet and exercise education and recommendations
from the study site).21 The study included a total of 242
subjects aged 18 to 60 years who had obesity (BMI 30
−45 kg/m2) or were overweight (BMI ≥27 kg/m2) and
had dyslipidemia, controlled hypertension, or both. The
controlled treatment period lasted for 26 weeks, after
which subjects in the standard care group began receiv-
ing the NB + CLI intervention for the following 52
weeks. NB was initiated at 8/90 mg daily and escalated
to 32/360 mg over the subsequent 3 weeks. CLI con-
sisted of a telephone- and Internet-based progressive
nutrition and exercise program with individualized goal
setting and tracking tools. Subjects received up to 11
structured telephone calls from a coach or dietitian dur-
ing the first 26 weeks and up to 12 additional calls over
the uncontrolled treatment period. At baseline and
week 10, subjects in the standard care group received
instructions about exercise and hypocaloric diet (daily
deficit 500 kcal). They were also given support tools,
such as a nutrition tracker, a pedometer, and healthy
weight literature. At week 16, if subjects in the NB/CLI
group had not lost at least 5% of their initial body
weight, or if they had an increase in systolic or diastolic
blood pressure of 10 mmHg or more, they were discon-
tinued from NB treatment.

LIGHT was a phase 3b, multicenter, randomized,
double-blind, placebo-controlled trial to assess the
occurrence of major adverse cardiovascular events
(MACE) among men aged 45 years or older and women
aged 50 years or older who were overweight or had obe-
sity (BMI 27 to 50 kg/m2 and waist circumference of
88 cm or more for women and 102 cm or more for
men) and had an increased risk of adverse cardiovascu-
lar outcomes.22 The prespecified definition of increased
cardiovascular risk included documented pre-existing
cardiovascular disease or type 2 diabetes plus two or
more of hypertension, dyslipidemia requiring pharma-
cotherapy, high-density lipoprotein cholesterol lower
than 1.30 mmol/L in women or lower than 1.04 mmol/
L in men, or current tobacco smoking. Eligible subjects
were randomized to either NB or placebo, titrated from
8/90 mg daily to 32/360 mg daily over the first four
weeks of treatment, with an intended duration of ran-
domized treatment between two and four years. All sub-
jects were also encouraged (but not mandated) to
participate in an Internet-based weight management
program that included educational resources on healthy
eating, exercise, and behavioral modifications. They also
had access to a personal weight loss coach; programs to
track weight, meals, and physical activity; and a low-fat,
www.thelancet.com Vol 49 Month July, 2022
low-calorie meal plan. Subjects who did not lose 2% or
more of their initial body weight or experienced a sus-
tained increase in systolic or diastolic blood pressure of
10 mmHg or more during the first 16 weeks of random-
ized treatment were discontinued from the study medi-
cation. The prespecified primary outcome was time
from treatment randomization to the first confirmed
occurrence of a MACE (cardiovascular death, nonfatal
stroke, or nonfatal myocardial infarction). Additional
outcomes included changes in body weight, BMI, and
waist circumference. This trial was terminated early
after public release of confidential interim data.
Although the planned assessment of cardiovascular
safety was compromised, there remains a large body of
data on long-term weight change and maintenance,
which was used in the current analysis.

Body weight (assessed to the nearest 0.1 kg) was
measured at each visit for all six studies. Height and
waist circumference (in cm) were also measured in
each study using the same methodology. Subjects
treated with NB or placebo in the six studies and with
baseline, week 16, and week 56 data (or data at baseline,
week 16, and final time point if longer than 56 weeks)
were pooled to constitute the overall population of the
current analysis. Among NB-treated subjects, only those
who were on the approved NB dose (ER naltrexone
32 mg/ER bupropion 360 mg) or placebo and who had
a week 16 weight measurement were included.

The sub-populations of interest for the current analy-
sis were subjects with a weight loss of ≥5% or ≥10% at
week 16. The primary outcome for the analysis was
maintenance of ≥5% or ≥10% weight loss in each of the
responder populations at subsequent time points for
each of the included studies. Weight loss maintenance
at a time point t was defined as having maintained the
threshold of weight loss (≥5% or ≥10% at week 16) at
each time point measurement up to and including the
time t. For example, subjects with ≥5% weight loss at
weeks 16, 52, and 104, but not at week 56, were consid-
ered as having maintained ≥5% weight loss up to week
52. The Kaplan-Meier estimator was used to obtain
point estimates and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for
the proportion of patients maintaining the weight loss
up to each visit. Reported time points were week 52
(measured in all six studies), week 56 (measured in the
four COR studies), week 78 (measured in IGNITE
only), and weeks 104 and 208 (measured only in
LIGHT). No weight imputation was done, and loss
maintenance was based on data as observed. Because
the inclusion criteria and designs for COR-I and COR-II
were identical, the two studies were grouped together
for this analysis. For each study, the log-rank test was
used to determine the p-value for the comparison of the
weight maintenance of the two treatments.

Safety was assessed by the incidence of serious
adverse events (SAEs) among subjects treated with NB
or placebo in each study. Safety was assessed using the
3
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overall population and the ≥5% and ≥10% responder
populations. All subjects in this analysis had provided
written informed consent as part of the inclusion pro-
cess for the individual studies.

Role of the funding source: The funder had no role in
the design and conduct of the study, collection, manage-
ment, analysis and interpretation of the data. The
authors and their contributions to the manuscript are
independent from the funder. All authors had access to
the data and contributed to the interpretation of study
data, edit, review and approval of the final manuscript
for submission.
Results
Data from six trials with a total of 10,198 patients
(NB=5412; placebo=4786) was considered for the analysis.
Baseline characteristics of the cohort by study and overall
are shown in Table 1A. In total, 60¢8% were female, and
83¢1% were White/Caucasian. The average weight at base-
line was 104¢9 kg (SD, 18¢6). The disposition of the
patients who had lost ≥5% or ≥10% weight at week 16
across the subsequent time points is shown in Figure 1.

At week 16, the proportions of patients with ≥5%
weight loss were 45¢8% (2479/5412) among those who
received NB and 15¢3% (730/4786) among participants
in the placebo group (Figure 2A). The proportions of
patients with ≥10% weight loss were 11¢9% for NB
(646/4786) and 2¢9% for placebo (140/4786)
(Figure 2B). Proportions of ≥5% and ≥10% responders
varied across the studies (Figure 2). For the NB group,
the proportion of patients with ≥5% weight loss ranged
from 37¢5% in the LIGHT study to 78¢8% in the COR-
BMOD trial. For the placebo group, the proportion of
patients achieving ≥5% weight loss ranged from 12¢8%
Figure 1. Patient Disposition.
NB: extended-release naltrexone/extended-release bupropion 32
*Weight loss data available at baseline, week 16, and week 56 (or

For NB subjects: only those on the 32/360 mg dose).
in LIGHT to 54¢5% in COR-BMOD. For the ≥10%
threshold, values ranged from 6¢6% (LIGHT) to 38¢4%
(COR-BMOD) for NB and from 1¢8% (LIGHT) to 17¢6%
(COR-BMOD) for placebo. The baseline characteristics
of patients with 5% and 10% weight loss are shown in
Tables 1B and 1C, respectively.

The Kaplan-Meier estimates of weight loss mainte-
nance are shown in Figure 3 (≥5% weight loss mainte-
nance) and Figure 4 (≥10% weight loss maintenance).
With respect to ≥5% weight loss maintenance, the per-
centage of subjects with ≥5% weight loss maintenance
was higher in the NB group than in the placebo group
for all studies; this difference was statistically significant
in the studies COR-BMOD, COR-I/COR-II and LIGHT
(Figures 3A, 3C, and 3E). For the ≥10% weight loss
maintenance Kaplan-Meier analyses, NB had numeri-
cally higher rates in each study; these were statistically
significant in the COR-I/COR-II comparison
(Figure 4C). In the LIGHT study, which had the longest
follow-up, rates of ≥5% weight loss maintenance at
week 208 were 44¢4% for NB vs. 34¢2% for placebo
(P<0¢001; Figure 3E). For ≥10% weight loss mainte-
nance at week 208, the rates were 41¢6% for NB and
25¢3% for placebo (P = 0¢11; Figure 4E).

SAEs were reported by 868 of the 5412 (16¢0%) NB-
treated patients and 831 of 4786 (17¢4%) placebo-treated
patients in the overall population (Table 2). The inci-
dence of SAEs in the per-trial analysis varied from
0¢9% (1/108) in the IGNITE trial to 22¢2% (817/3678)
in the LIGHT trial for NB and from 1¢7% (13/752) in
COR-DM to 21¢7% (811/3739) in the LIGHT trial for pla-
cebo. The only SAE occurring in ≥1% of subjects in the
overall population was osteoarthritis, with a 1¢46% inci-
dence (79/5412) among NB-treated subjects and 1¢98%
(95/4786) among placebo-treated subjects, and
/360 mg; PL: placebo; UC: usual care; WL: weight loss.
baseline, week 16, and final time point if longer than 56 weeks).

www.thelancet.com Vol 49 Month July, 2022



A. All Subjects Eligible for This Analysis*
Study SMD

COR-BMOD COR-DM COR-I/COR-II IGNITE LIGHT All

Number of participants 566 337 1770 108 7417 10,198

Sex, n (%) Female 501 (88¢5%) 174 (51¢6%) 1469 (83¢0%) 87 (80¢6%) 3972 (53¢6%) 6203 (60¢8%) 0.481

Male 65 (11¢5%) 163 (48¢4%) 301 (17¢0%) 21 (19¢4%) 3445 (46¢4%) 3995 (39¢2%)

Mean age, years (SD) 46¢1 (10¢70) 54¢3 (9¢14) 44¢7 (11¢02) 47¢6 (8¢83) 61¢1 (7¢28) 57¢1 (10¢76) 0.898

Race, n (%) White/Caucasian 424 (74¢9%) 272 (80¢7%) 1450 (81¢9%) 88 (81¢5%) 6240 (84¢1%) 8474 (83¢1%) 0.169

Black/African American 107 (18¢9%) 53 (15¢7%) 254 (14¢4%) 19 (17¢6%) 1050 (14¢2%) 1483 (14¢5%)

Other or Unknown 35 (6¢2%) 12 (3¢6%) 66 (3¢7%) 1 (0¢9%) 127 (1¢7%) 241 (2¢4%)

Mean weight at baseline, kg (SD) 101¢0 (15¢3) 106¢0 (18¢3) 100¢1 (16¢1) 102¢2 (15¢0) 106¢3 (19¢2) 104¢9 (18¢6) 0.205

Mean BMI at baseline, kg/m2 (SD) 36¢5 (4¢2) 36¢5 (4¢6) 36¢1 (4¢3) 36¢4 (4¢2) 37¢3 (5¢4) 37¢0 (5¢1) 0.108

B. Subjects with ≥5%Weight Loss at Week 16
Study SMD

COR-BMOD COR-DM COR-I/COR-II IGNITE LIGHT All

Number of participants 406 128 746 73 1856 3209

Sex, n (%) Female 360 (88¢7%) 72 (56¢3%) 630 (84¢5%) 59 (80¢8%) 975 (52¢5%) 2096 (65¢3%) 0.472

Male 46 (11¢3%) 56 (43¢8%) 116 (15¢5%) 14 (19¢2%) 881 (47¢5%) 1113 (34¢7%)

Mean age, years (SD) 46¢7 (10¢5) 56¢1 (7¢9) 45¢2 (11¢0) 47¢7 (8¢7) 61¢6 (7¢2) 55¢3 (11¢5) 0.957

Race, n (%) White/Caucasian 323 (79¢6%) 107 (83¢6%) 652 (87¢4%) 63 (86¢3%) 1665 (89¢7%) 2810 (87¢6%) 0.233

Black/African American 61 (15¢0%) 19 (14¢8%) 67 (9¢0%) 10 (13¢7%) 162 (8¢7%) 319 (9¢9%)

Other or Unknown 22 (5¢4%) 2 (1¢6%) 27 (3¢6%) 0 29 (1¢6%) 80 (2¢5%)

Mean weight at baseline, kg (SD) 100¢2 (14¢8) 104¢8 (17¢7) 99¢0 (15¢7) 101¢8 (15¢1) 105¢8 (19¢0) 103¢4 (17¢9) 0.217

Mean BMI at baseline, kg/m2 (SD) 36¢2 (4¢1) 36¢6 (4¢6) 35¢9 (4¢3) 36¢2 (4¢2) 37¢3 (5¢3) 36¢8 (4¢9) 0.144

C. Subjects with ≥10%Weight Loss at Week 16
Study SMD

COR-BMOD COR-DM COR-I/COR-II IGNITE LIGHT All

Number of participants 183 33 244 16 310 786

Sex, n (%) Female 161 (88¢0%) 19 (57¢6%) 209 (85¢7%) 13 (81¢3%) 154 (49¢7%) 556 (70¢7%) 0.489

Male 22 (12¢0%) 14 (42¢4%) 35 (14¢3%) 3 (18¢8%) 156 (50¢3%) 230 (29¢3%)

Mean age, years (SD) 46¢6 (10¢6) 56¢1 (8¢8) 45¢3 (10¢8) 50¢6 (4¢8) 61¢4 (6¢9) 52¢5 (11¢9) 1.001

Race, n (%) White/Caucasian 159 (86¢9%) 28 (84¢8%) 225 (92¢2%) 14 (87¢5%) 284 (91¢6%) 710 (90¢3%) 0.291

Black/African American 15 (8¢2%) 5 (15¢2%) 9 (3¢7%) 2 (12¢5%) 21 (6¢8%) 52 (6¢6%)

Other or Unknown 9 (4¢9%) 0 10 (4¢1%) 0 5 (1¢6%) 24 (3¢1%)

Mean weight at baseline, kg (SD) 99¢7 (16¢0) 103¢3 (18¢6) 97¢2 (15¢7) 101¢9 (16¢5) 106¢1 (18¢8) 101¢6 (17¢6) 0.25

Mean BMI at baseline, kg/m2 (SD) 35¢9 (4¢1) 36¢0 (4¢4) 35¢4 (4¢1) 36¢1 (4¢6) 37¢6 (5¢4) 36¢4 (4¢8) 0.196

Table 1: Summary of particpants demographics.
* Weight loss data available at baseline, week 16, and week 56 (or baseline, week 16, and final time point if longer than 56 weeks). For NB subjects: only those on the 32/360 mg dose)COR: CONTRAVE Obesity Research; BMI:

body mass index; BMOD: behavioral modification; DM: diabetes mellitus; SD: standard deviation; SMD: standardized mean difference.
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Figure 2. Proportionsof Subjects AchievingWeight Loss Thresholds atWeek16: A)≥5%Weight Loss; B)≥10%Weight Loss (Observed).
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coronary artery disease among placebo subjects (1¢19%;
57/4786).

Among individuals with ≥5% weight loss mainte-
nance, the total incidence of SAEs across the studies
was 13.1% (325/2479) in the NB group (ranging from
1.4% in IGNITE to 21.2% in LIGHT) and 15.6% in the
placebo group (ranging from 1.4% in COR-I/COR-II to
23.5% in LIGHT). In the ≥10% responder population,
the incidence of SAEs was 10.4% in the NB group (rang-
ing from 0% in IGNITE to 20.5% in LIGHT) and 6.4%
in the placebo group, with all SAEs occurring in the
LIGHT trial.

Discussion
In this first analysis of longer-term maintenance of
weight loss with NB, we assessed the relationship
between early weight loss and weight loss maintenance
with naltrexone-bupropion therapy. Post-hoc analysis of
six trials revealed that the proportions of individuals
achieving ≥5% and ≥10% weight loss at week 16 were
www.thelancet.com Vol 49 Month July, 2022



Figure 3. Proportions of Subjects With Maintenance of ≥5% Weight Loss, NB vs. PL, by Study (Kaplan-Meier Estimates with 95% CIs).
Legend: Graphed values are Kaplan-Meier point estimates and 95% confidence intervals.
NB: ER naltrexone 32 mg/ER bupropion 360 mg group; PLB: placebo group.
n/N = number of subjects reporting ≥ 5% weight loss at the given visit/number of subjects reporting ≥ 5% weight loss at the

previous visit and reporting weight loss at the visit.
The Kaplan-Meier estimates the% of subjects with weight loss maintenance at the visit as the% of subjects with weight loss

maintenance at the visit multiplied by the proportion of subjects with weight loss maintenance at the previous visit. For example,
for COR-BMOD week 56, the proportion of subjects with 5% weight maintenance is equal to 100*(212/216)*0.893 = 87.7%.

The p-values are the significance level of the Log-Rank test for testing treatment differences in the overall risk of losing weight
maintenance.

Articles
significantly higher in NB treatment groups than in pla-
cebo groups and that weight loss of ≥5% and ≥10% at
week 16 of NB treatment was associated with a greater
likelihood of weight loss maintenance up to 4 years.
These findings support the clinical use of NB as a long-
term weight loss and weight loss maintenance strategy.

Historical dogma suggested that it is relatively sim-
ple to lose weight but difficult to maintain weight
loss.23-25 This sentiment was supported by an older
meta-analysis of 29 studies (of lifestyle modifications
alone) showing that within two years, more than half
www.thelancet.com Vol 49 Month July, 2022
the weight initially lost was regained, and approximately
80% was regained within five years.26 However, recent
evidence suggests that long-term weight loss mainte-
nance is possible for a much larger proportion of indi-
viduals who lose substantial weight.27,28 Of the 887
Look AHEAD (Action in Health for Diabetes) study par-
ticipants who lost ≥10% of their initial body weight over
one year using lifestyle interventions, 374 (42%) main-
tained ≥10% weight loss at four years.27 Data from
2886 subjects in the National Weight Control Registry
(NWCR) showed that individuals who had lost at least
7



Figure 4. Proportions of Subjects With Maintenance of ≥10% Weight Loss, NB vs. PL, by Study (Kaplan-Meier Estimates, with
95% CIs).

Legend: Graphed values are Kaplan-Meier point estimates and 95% confidence intervals.
NB: ER naltrexone 32 mg/ER bupropion 360 mg group; PLB: placebo group.
n/N = number of subjects reporting ≥ 10% weight loss at the given visit/number of subjects reporting ≥ 10% weight loss at the

previous visit and reporting weight loss at the visit.
The Kaplan-Meier estimates the% of subjects with weight loss maintenance at the visit as the% of subjects with weight loss

maintenance at the visit multiplied by the proportion of subjects with weight loss maintenance at the previous visit. For example,
for COR-BMOD week 56, the proportion of subjects with 10% weight maintenance is equal to 100*(105/111)*0.893 = 84.5%.

The p-values are the significance level of the Log-Rank test for testing treatment differences in the overall risk of losing weight
maintenance.
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13.6 kg (30 lbs) maintained this weight loss for at least
one year.28 During prospective follow-up, most (87%) of
these subjects were able to maintain at least 10% weight
loss over a 10-year period. While methodologies differ
substantially among weight loss and weight loss mainte-
nance studies, the favorable results in recent studies
may be attributable to more comprehensive weight loss
and maintenance strategies and closer follow-up over
time.

While experts agree that the goal is to maintain
weight loss over the long term for optimal health bene-
fits,11-15 there is no global consensus on the threshold of
weight loss or the duration of maintenance that should
be used to define sustained weight loss. In 2001, Wing
and Hill suggested that successful weight loss main-
tainers should be defined as “individuals who have
intentionally lost at least 10% of their body weight and
kept it off at least 1 year”.29 Based on current interna-
tional guidelines, this remains a reasonable consensus
definition, although depending on the individual’s ini-
tial weight and presence of obesity-related complica-
tions, some guidelines suggest that weight loss
requirements may be lower. For example, in the Euro-
pean Practical and Patient-centered Guidelines for
www.thelancet.com Vol 49 Month July, 2022



Overall Population

Treatment COR-BMOD COR DM COR-I/COR-II IGNITE LIGHT All

NB 19/401

(4.7%)

8/207

(3.9%)

23/1018

(2.3%)

1/108

(0.9%)

817/3678

(22.2%)

868/5412

(16.0%)

Placebo 0/165 7/130

(5.4%)

13/752

(1.7%)

NA 811/3739

(21.7%)

831/4786

(17.4%)

≥5% Responder Population

Treatment COR-BMOD COR DM COR-I/COR-II IGNITE LIGHT All

NB 17/316

(5.4%)

6/107

(5.6%)

9/604

(1.5%)

1/73

(1.4%)

292/1379

(21.2%)

325/2479

(13.1%)

Placebo 0/90 0/21 2/142

(1.4%)

NA 112/477

(23.5%)

114/730

(15.6%)

≥10% Responder Population

Treatment COR-BMOD COR DM COR-I/COR-II IGNITE LIGHT All

NB 8/154

(5.2%)

3/29

(10.3%)

6/203

(3.0%)

0/16

(0%)

50/244

(20.5%)

67/646

(10.4%)

Placebo 0/29 0/4 0/41 NA 9/66

(13.6%)

9/140

(6.4%)

Table 2: Serious adverse events with NB or placebo in the overall population, ≥5% responders and ≥10% responders.

Articles
Adult Obesity Management in Primary Care (2019), the
authors recommend targeting a sustained weight loss of
5−15% of initial body weight for individuals with type 2
diabetes, hypertension, dyslipidemia, or polycystic ovary
syndrome to help prevent negative outcomes associated
with these conditions.15 However, for individuals with
non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD), the goal is a
weight loss of 10−40% to reduce intrahepatocellular lip-
ids and inflammation.15

In our analysis, among individuals who had experi-
enced substantial early weight loss with NB (at least 5%
or at least 10% of body weight at week 16), NB added to
lifestyle modifications was associated with greater pro-
portions of subjects maintaining weight loss across sub-
sequent time points for up to four years after the start of
therapy. The proportion of NB-treated patients who
maintained at least a 5% weight loss was 89% at week
52, 55% at week 104, and 44% at week 208. The differ-
ences in weight loss maintenance between NB and pla-
cebo groups were statistically significant for several of
the individual trials included in the analysis.

Consistently, Fujioka et al.30 showed that among
individuals who completed 1 year of NB treatment, ≥5%
weight loss at week 16 was associated with an 11.7%
weight loss at week 56 (1 year) and that most (85%) of
these subjects had a ≥ 5% weight loss at week 56.
Fujioka et al. conducted an integrated exploratory analy-
sis of the four COR studies (COR-I, COR-II, COR-DM,
COR-BMOD) to determine weight loss at 1 year for
patients who lost at least 2%, 3%, 4%, and 5% of their
initial body weight at weeks 8, 12, and 16. This analysis
by Fujioka et al. aimed to determine the relationship
between low weight loss thresholds (i.e., 2%, 3%, 4%,
www.thelancet.com Vol 49 Month July, 2022
and 5%) and the likelihood of weight loss maintenance
at 1 year, as well as the relationship between the time of
initial weight loss (6, 12, or 16 weeks) and weight loss at
1 year. Although we also investigated the relationship
between early weight loss and weight loss maintenance
with NB therapy, in this study, we assessed the longer-
term efficacy of NB. To this end, in addition to the four
COR studies, we included data from the studies, LIGHT
(NCT01601704) and IGNITE (NCT01764386), to deter-
mine the relationship between early weight loss and
longer-term weight loss maintenance for up to four
years (52, 56, 104, and 208 weeks). Fujioka et al. did not
investigate the relationship between weight loss mainte-
nance and initial weight loss with thresholds higher
than the 5% threshold. In contrast, we explored the rela-
tionship between weight loss maintenance and initial
(at week 16) weight loss of ≥5% and ≥10%. In addition
to having a higher number of participants completing
treatment for up to 52 weeks (5412 for NB, 4786 for pla-
cebo] in our study; 2073 [1310 for NB, 763 for placebo]
in Fujioka et al.), we also assessed how long a weight
loss of ≥5% and ≥10% could be maintained up to
4 years.

The NB clinical trial program demonstrated that the
addition of NB to lifestyle modifications was associated
with greater weight loss than lifestyle modifications
alone.17-20 The observations from this analysis suggest
the greater ability of NB + lifestyle modification than
lifestyle modification alone to help individuals maintain
weight loss. Both of these observations are consistent
with the recommendations of current clinical practice
guidelines, which embrace a comprehensive approach
to weight loss and weight loss maintenance that
9
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includes behavioral interventions, medication, surgery,
or their combination to support lifestyle changes.11-15

Another aspect of this analysis that highlighted the
importance of comprehensive management was that
the proportion of subjects who achieved at least a 5% or
10% weight loss at week 16 were highest in the COR-
BMOD trial (78¢8% in the NB group and 54¢5% in the
placebo group) and lowest in the LIGHT study (37¢5%
in the NB group and 12¢8% in the placebo group). Fur-
thermore, both NB- and placebo-treated subjects in the
COR-BMOD study had the highest weight loss mainte-
nance rates (both ≥5% and ≥10%) among the included
studies. It is worth noting that COR-BMOD incorpo-
rated a structured behavioral intervention in both treat-
ment arms in line with the comprehensive guideline
approach; LIGHT subjects had access to additional
weight loss support (e.g., Internet-based tools and
counseling), but these were not mandated. It is also
worth noting that although NB treatment resulted in a
significant early (at week 16) weight loss in COR-DM
study subjects, NB had no significant effects on weight
loss maintenance (week 52 or 56). Confounding factors,
including the concomitant antidiabetic medications pre-
scribed in the two groups and changes in those medica-
tions over time, could have affected weight loss in these
patients. Medications for the treatment of dyslipidemia
and hypertension were also allowed in the COR-DM
study. Although doses of medications for dyslipidemia
and hypertension were stable for at least 4 weeks prior
to randomization, changes in those medications and
their doses over time may have affected the ability of NB
to promote weight loss in these patients.

Several aspects of this analysis differ from previously
published analyses of weight loss maintenance with
other weight loss medications. The SCALE Mainte-
nance study randomized 422 individuals who had lost
≥5% body weight over four to 12 weeks with a low-calo-
rie diet (1200−1400 kcal per day, including the daily
use of up to three liquid meal replacements) to mainte-
nance with liraglutide 3.0 mg or placebo once daily sub-
cutaneously.31 Significantly more subjects maintained
the ≥5% run-in weight loss with liraglutide compared
with placebo over 56 weeks (81¢4% vs. 48¢9%; estimated
odds ratio, 4¢8; 95% CI, 3¢0 to 7¢7; P<0¢0001). Other
studies of weight loss medications have evaluated long-
term weight loss, but not specifically weight loss main-
tenance among those who responded to a certain
threshold at a given time point in the trial. In the
SCALE Obesity and Prediabetes trial (n = 2254 with pre-
diabetes and a BMI of at least 30 kg/m2, or at least
27 kg/m2 with complications), three years of treatment
with liraglutide 3.0 mg or placebo subcutaneously once
daily were associated with weight reductions of 6¢1%
and 1¢9%, respectively (estimated treatment difference
�4¢3%, 95% CI, �4¢9 to �3¢7, P<0¢0001).32

The weight loss effects of orlistat, a gastric and pan-
creatic lipase inhibitor, were also evaluated over the
long term. The 4-year double-blind, randomized, pla-
cebo-controlled XENDOS trial randomized 3304 sub-
jects with obesity to receive orlistat or placebo (each in
addition to lifestyle changes).33 After 4 years, mean
weight loss was 5¢8 kg with orlistat and 3¢0 kg with pla-
cebo (P<0¢001).

The strengths of our analysis are the large number of
patients included and the well-defined and diverse
methodologies and populations of the component stud-
ies. The limitations include the inherent drawbacks of
post-hoc studies, missing data from the subsequent time
points of the analysis, and the relatively low number of
individuals who had ≥10% weight loss at week 16,
which limited the statistical power of our analysis to
detect differences between NB and placebo in the com-
parisons of ≥10% weight loss maintenance. This refers
to the power of detecting group differences in some of
the studies because of the small sample size. For exam-
ple, the COR-DM study has only 29 subjects in the treat-
ment group and 4 in the placebo. With this sample size,
the power of detecting a 8.3% difference between in
these two groups is less than 50%. Another limitation
of this study is that the population analyzed consisted
predominantly of Caucasians, with a limited representa-
tion of Black/African American patients and patients of
other or unknown races. Racial disparities in obesity
and obesity treatment outcomes have been identified
and reviewed extensively.34-37 Therefore, this racial
imbalance in the analyzed population renders the gen-
eralizability to other racial/ethnic groups unclear. Based
on this small number of Black/African American
patients, it appears that Black/African American
patients had inferior weight loss outcomes, although
this finding needs to be confirmed in a larger cohort.
Similarly, the fact that women were largely overrepre-
sented in some of the studies analyzed makes the gener-
alizability to men unclear.

In this post-hoc analysis of weight loss maintenance
using data from the NB clinical trial program, a sub-
stantial proportion of individuals who achieved ≥5% or
≥10% weight loss with NB at week 16 maintained a
long-term weight loss up to 208 weeks. These propor-
tions were consistently higher than the weight loss
maintenance rates in placebo-treated individuals. These
findings add to the growing evidence base suggesting
that weight loss maintenance is feasible for most
patients who achieve early weight loss targets and sup-
port current guideline recommendations to address obe-
sity by striving for weight loss maintenance using a
comprehensive approach.
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